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NB: Denunciation to be submitted to the competent authority 

 

Gerhard Ulrich, author of the book                 July 20, 2016 

The Unmasked «Constitutional State » 

Avenue de Lonay 17 

1110 Morges - 021 801 22 88 

catharsisgu@gmail.com 

 
  

 

 

     Mrs. Simonetta Sommaruga 

     Federal Councillor 

     Federal Palace  

     3003 Berne 

  

cc:  

1. To all other Federal Councillors and their spouses. 

2. To the Federal Chancellor Walter Turnherr. 

3. François Légeret and Jacques Secretan, journalist. 

 

Our meeting on Friday, July 15, 2016 

 

Honorable Federal Councillor,  

 

Having arrived at your private residence with the aim of delivering a copy of my circular 

letter dated July 14, 2016 into your mailbox, suddenly you and your husband opened the 

door. All of us were quite surprised, and I forgot to present my-self. However, you did 

recognize me and replied to my greetings very distantly. Obviously, you were not amused 

to see me.   

Following a short discussion with your husband, he told me that you did not appreciate 

to be contacted at your private address, and that other persons approached you at your 

home. «My intention was to ensure that the Federal Councillor Sommaruga cannot 

pretend one day, not to have known, what was going on». I replied, as a matter of fact, 

that the Supreme Federal Court is producing two dozen judiciary victims per working 

day, and some of them submitting subsequently their complaints at the Federal 

Department of Justice and Police. They are brushed up with the hint of the separation of 

powers, and get the wise advice to address themselves to their executioners. The keenest 

protestors dare to come to the private residence of the Minister of Justice. This is pure 

logic. It is the symptom of the judicial dysfunctioning. 

Mrs. Federal Councillor, I urge you to seriously consider such claims as an 

opportunity for demonstrating you to assume your responsibility. Claims ought to be 

dealt with as a priority. 
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I had the opportunity to inform you about the unbearable sufferance of François Légeret, 

an innocent man, jailed since 10 ½ years who had been my work colleague in the high 

security prison of Bochuz/Orbe. 

On April 18, 2016, during a public debate, I expressed to the Attorney General of Vaud, 

Eric Cottier my gratefulness to have put me in a position to study the prison system from 

the inside. This allowed me to perfect my knowledge of judicial dysfunctioning. The 

judiciary tyrants did expropriate me completely, and they condemned me to 4 years in 

prison for having criticised them. However, my fortune today consists in a rich 

knowledge of the illegal manoeuvers and tricks of the judiciary apparatus. I offer my 

know how to the Federal Council, since I foresee perfectly the royal way out of this crises.  

I did inform you about the widely spread corruption inside the Swiss judiciary apparatus. 

Indeed, you are now aware that no Federal Judge is earning honestly their salary, since 

they are not performing the expected work duties: they liquidate grievances of their 

victims, claiming that the content of their judgement does not match with reality with the 

childishly stupid formula: «these grievances are appellatory, hence inadmissible». - You 

have as well been briefed that the European Court of Human Right is not even reading 

98 % of the incoming complaints. Evidence: the text module of half a page, dated March 

28, 2013 concerning the appeal of François Légeret. See enclosed copy. 

 

By registered mail of June 17, 2016, each one of the 17 mainly guilty magistrates, 

responsible for the tragedy of François Légeret has received a copy of Secretan’s book 

(L’affaire Légeret – Un assassin imaginaire). Consequently, they have been rendered 

attentive about their «mistake». None has made amends. They are too coward to do so. 

«The mistake» became thus an intentional judiciary fraud – an abuse of authority 

punishable under criminal law and to be pursued ex ufficio. It is the duty of the Federal 

Council to grant the rules of the Constitutional State! The corporation of the judiciary 

power is obviously unable to recognize its failure. This is a formal denunciation.  

If you refuse to discuss with me, you have the option to get informed by the journalist 

Jacques Secretan, and the girlfriend of François Légeret. This man has undergone the 

greatest injustice in our country, due to pure stupidity; this has to be stopped immediatly!  

 

Respectfully yours,    

Gerhard Ulrich 

Enclosure: Text module of half a page = the decision of the European Court of Human Rights of 

March 28, 2013 concerning François Légeret.  


